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Pole Pool Covers
Pools are a luxury, adding value and entertain-
ment to any home or business. But when it 
comes to safety a Pole Pool cover is a MUST. 
When it comes to family and pets safety, a 
Pole Pool Cover is a must!

Why Use a Pole Pool Cover?
A pool is a wonderful asset to have at a home 
but also can be a danger for children and pets. 
A Pole Pool Cover is a safety feature that fits 
over the pool to stop anything from leaves to 
full grown adults from falling into the pool. 
How Does It Work?
The cover is made from High quality, UV staba-
lized PVC fabric with aluminium poles running 
across the width of the pool. The poles act as 
the support, keeping the fabric above the 
water line and anything on top of the cover 
from falling into the pool. The cover is 
fastened down by means of a stainless steel 
ratchet system on the ends of the cover. 

Why Use a Popular Canvas Pole Pool Cover?
When it comes to safety we take our business 
seriously. only Using Quality components:

Our Pole Pool covers have a 12 month guaran-
tee but can last in excess of 3-5 years when 

well maintained. 

The Pole pool cover can become heavy as the 
size increases, resul�ng in more than 1 person 

needing to operate. For more informa�on 
please contact our office.

Benifits of a Pole Pool Cover 
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Easy to use, The cover is easily folded 
away when not in use, with the poles 
ac�ng as supports across the width of 
the pool. 
Strong And Durable, We use strong 550g 
- 600g PVC fabric along with Industrial 
strength ratchets and aluminium poles.
We have a range of colours to suit you 
home or business.
Reduces evapora�on by up to 98%!
Reduces chemical usage in the pool due 
to less evapora�on and less algae from 
lower light penetra�on.
Easily closes the pool over the winter 
months.
Prevents debris from falling into the 
pool.

Locally sourced Fabrics that last in the SA 
Sun
Stainless steel and Aluminium Compo-
nents 
600kg Breaking strength webbing
All joins and hems are High frequency 
welded for a durable finish


